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Features

Sony Burano Cage
Reversible Top Plate design
50+ mounting holes loaded with anti-twist mounting options
NATO rails strategically placed throughout
Completely modular design to be adapt to user need
Ultra lightweight system
Weight: 464g/16.5 oz total
Half Top NATO Plate: 147g/5.2 oz total
Half Top Plate: 133g/4.7 oz total
NATO Side Rail: 47g/1.7 oz total
Side Rosette Plate: 118g/4.2 oz total
Side Ports Plate: 19g/0.7 oz total
132mm W x 160mm T x 172.5mm D
144mm between NATO Rails center-to-center
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The Sony Burano sits in a unique position in the market. As such, we wanted to
match and even expand upon its versatility by creating an equally dynamic modular
cage system. The KONDOR BLUE Sony Burano Cage kit comes with two styles of
Top Plate that each offer versatile mounting options. The Half Top Plate is split front
to back so users can pick which plate they want in front, only use one plate at either
location, or order multiples of the same plate. Both Half Top Plate designs are also
compatible with the original Burano top handle. Each plate mounts firmly to the
camera top with two captive ?”-16 stainless steel bolts and four additional locating pin
keep the plate firmly in place. 

Both Half Top Plates also feature ARRI-style anti-twist mounts on the front spaced
60mm apart for attaching 15mm rails for battery plates or focus motors. Rods can be
attached using either our M12 Anti-Twist Rod Mounts or the ARRI Pin Rod Mount.
The sensor plane marker can also be relocated to either side of whichever plate is
mounted to the front end of the camera. 

The cage keeps the left side of camera fully open for operator use. On the right side
of the Burano sits the Side NATO Rail which includes a range of mounts as well as a
NATO rail with a spring-loaded safety pin. The Side NATO Rail neatly converges into
a 60-tooth ARRI-style rosette. The Side Rosette Plate relocates the Burano’s native
rosette forward 25mm/1” placing extension arms and grips in a more favorable
position. The plate is loaded with useful mounts for Mini Locks, Mondo Ties, or other
rigging accessories.  

To finish off the system, the Side Ports Plate mounts via two captive M3 bolts on the
back, right side of the camera. This tiny plate has a cold shoe and five additional
mounting options. This plate is a great location for wireless mic receivers, wireless
transmitters, etc. 
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